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FOREWORD

The embryo and fetus have been generally considered to be more sensitive
than the adult to the detrimental effects of radiation exposure. In particular,
recent re evaluations of epidemiological data on human population exposed to
radiation have suggested that there may be greater sensitivity than heretofore
recognised to the induction of mental retardation and reduced intelligence by
exposure during gestation.
To assist national authorities in evaluating this problem and establishing
appropriate protection measures for limiting the dose to the embryo and fetus
and, thus, to pregnant or potentially pregnant women, the Nuclear Energy Agency
has appointed a Group of Consultais to assemble and evaluate the biological
oata relevant to the protection of the human conceptus, and to make
recommendations for achieving this in the operational practice.
The Group h?s surveyed the human data dealing with the biological effects
of radiation exposure at low doces, and has supplemented this with information
derived from animal studies. The Group has also taken full account of the
studies and recommendations issued in this area by other international
organisations, primarily the United Nations Scientific Committee on the Effects
of Atomic Radiation (UNSCEAR) and the International Commission on Radiological
Protection (ICRP).
This report is published under the responsibility of the Secretary General
of the OECO, and does not commit Member governments or the Organisation.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

It has long been considered that the embryo and fetus are more
radiosensitive than the adult. This has led to the development of special
recommendations for limiting the dose to the conceptut,
and thus to a
pregnant, or potentially pregnant, woman. Recent re-evaluations of
epidemiological data on human populations exposed to radiation suggest that
there may be greater sensitivity than heretofore recognised for the induction of
mental retardation
and reduced intelligence by exposure during the period
8 to 15 weeks of yestation.
The NEA, therefore, appointed a Consultant Group
to assemble and evaluate the biological data relevant to the protection of the
human conceptuA, and to make recommendations on the operational procedures for
achieving this. The Consultant Group has surveyed the hi'man data dealing with
the biological effects of radiation exposure at low doses, and has supplemented
this with information derived from animal studies.
Effects of prenatal Irradiation may be classified as 'short-term',
'long-term' and 'late'. Short-term effects are those that are manifested
at the cellular and/or tissue level. When the initial damage is sufficiently
high, it may result in malformation, abortion or miscarriage. The lowest doses
at which such effects have been observed are in the order of 0.05 Gy.
Long-term effects are often biologically- modified expressions of
previously Induced, and sometimes latent, defects. They include reduced organ
and body growth, impaired cell maturation, as well as structural and functional
defects, especially of the central nervous system. In animals, the lowest
threshold dose observed for these effects is about 0.1 Gy. Evidence from atomic
bomb survivors 1n Hiroshima and Nagasaki Indicates an increased incidence of
mental retardation
1n children who were exposed during the period 8-15 weeks of
development. This evidence was originally regarded to be statistically
consistent with a non-threshold linear dose-response relationship with a risk
factor of about 0.4 Gy- 1 . However, biological considerations lead to the
postulation of the existence of a threshold. More recent evaluations of this
group show a reduction of Intelligence, the I.Q. reduction being related to dose
by a linear quadratic relationship.
The potential late effects of intrauterine Irradiation Include
tumorlgenesls and hereditary damage. Increases 1n the incidence of cancer and
leukaemia have been shown experimentally at doses above 0.1 Gy. Some of the
epidemiological studies 1n children exposed during intrauterine life provide
evidence for tumorlgenesls at doses below 0.1 Gy, with a proportionality
constant of 0.0? Gy-1. It 1s not known whether such estimates apply to all
periods of development. There are no observations in humans that can be used to
assess the frequency of hereditary radiation effects on the
embryo/'fetut;
these have to be derived from animal data. In its 1986 report, UNSCKAR
estimated the risk of major hereditary disease 1n future generations to be about
0.002 Gy-1 received by a potential parent. This value is lower than that used
by the ICRP 1n its 1977 Recommendations (ICRP Publication No. ?(,).
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For most of the short- and long term effects mentioned above, thresholds
In the order of 0.05 to 0.1 Gy have been shown, and the Consultant Group
therefore concludes that, 1n these cases, currently recommended radiation
protection procedures and limits provide an adequate level of protection. If
there 1? a threshold for mental retardation, and If 1t exceeds a few mSv, then
there would be no risk to the fetus under the operational arrangements
recommended by the ICRP. However, a question still to be resolved concerns the
probability of mental retardation 1n children exposed In utero at doses around
1 mSv. With a risk factor of 0.4 Gy-1, the probability of mental retardation,
following a dose of 1 mSv received between 8-15 week:, of development, would be
4x10-4; this 1s about four times the annual risk of cancer Implied from the
ICRP dose limit for occasional exposure of members of the public (5 mSv per
year) and about twenty times that for the long-term limit (1 mSv per year).
Based on the evidence available at this time, the Group of Consultants
supports a dose equivalent Hm1t of 5 mSv for the whole period of gestation to
protect the embryo/fetus 1n the workplace; the distribution of dose 1n time
should be sufficiently homogeneous 1n order not to exceed 1 mSv 1n any given
4 week period.
The Implementation of control procedures to ensure the radiological
protection of the embryo/fetus 1s a matter of extreme complexity. Following
ALARA principles, the hypothetical benefits from protective measures much below
the dose limits suggested by biological considerations have to be carefully
weighed against the Infringement on the privacy of the potentially pregnant
female worker and against the uncertainties concerning the detection of a
pregnancy 1n Its early stages. Since work relations and cultural settings
differ strongly 1n different countries, no fixed set of criteria for control
procedures Is proposed. The considerations and suggestions brought forward are
based on radiological principles only and may have to be adjusted considerably
by national authorities depending on the specific sodo-legal and cultural
background of each country.
The methods and procedures of protecting the embryo/fetus should take
account of the radiation quality and the rate at which exposure of the
embryo/fetus takes place, and also of the stages of aettation during which
the embryo or fetus may be exposed. In emergency planning, the
rad1osens1t1v1ty of the embryo/fetus has to receive proper consideration both
for members of emergency response teams and for the general public.
Unresolved Issues are Identified 1n the area of assessment of dose In the
fetus, 1n the elucidation of the dose-response relationship, especially for
mental retardation and diminished Intelligence 1n the range of a few mSv, and 1n
the Interaction of Ionizing radiation with potentially teratogenic substances 1n
the environment and the workplace. At the operational level, the need for
monthly and rapidly processed dosimetry for regular control of the radiological
working conditions and training must be recognised.
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1.BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE
There has been a longstanding awareness of the high radiosensitivity of
the embryo and fetus, and the severity of the unique effects that can be
produced by exposure to ionizing radiation during developmental stages of life.
Consideration of the available data by various national and international
advisory and regulatory bodies has led to generally similar recommendations for
restricting the total radiation dose to the conceptus, and thus to the
pregnant woman. Most of these recommendations suggest that the time
distribution of the occupational exposure of women of reproductive capacity
should be reasonably uniform over the entire yeitation period and, in
particular, that a significant fraction of the exposure should not be received
in any short interval.
Two recent circumstances indicate a need for further consideration of this
problem: (i) A re-evaluation of human data suggests that there may be greater
sensitivity for the induction of mental retardation
ànd/or reduced intelligence
with exposure in the period between 8 and 15 weeks of çestation than heretofore
recognized [1, ? ] , and (il) increasing awareness that the problems associated
with the embryo fetal dose from internal emitters have not been adequately
assessed.
The Consultant Group was requested to assemble and evaluate the biological
data and operational Information relevant to the protection of the human
conreptui.
The group has leaned heavily on prior writings and, to a large
extent, this report represents a synopsis and reformulation of previous
evaluations. There are only limited data available from actual cases of human
exposure in utero, and most of the available data are derived from experimental
investigations with laboratory animals. Historically, such studies have
concentrated on quantification of the classical and more readily apparent
measures of embryotoxlcity. These include prenatal mortality, decreased prenatal
growth, and a raised incidence of malformations. Increasing attention is being
directed towards more subtle as well as delayed morphological and physiological
changes, and to those effects that may be manifested over the lifetime of the
offspring. These and other experiments have also provided information
concerning mechanisms, quantification of risks, and factors modifying the
response.
The cited epidemiological studies of the postnatal effects of prenatal
radiation exposure in humans have reawakened concern about ensuring adequate
assessment and control of radiation exposure of the human embryo and fetut.
Data on developmental effects 1n humans have been obtained from populations
exposed to radiation for diagnostic purposes, but their Interpretation for
estimating risk 1s "nade difficult by the insufficent knowledge of the
developmental st:ige and the dose delivered. Despite numerous case reports
describing effects 1' pregnant women receiving high doses of radiation from
radiotherapy or for other medical reasons, the available clinical data do not
provide an adequate quantitative basis for risk assessments in the dose range
relevant to occupational, environmental, or current diagnostic medical
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exposures. Accordingly, experiments with laboratory animals are Indispensable
for assessing the developmental risk associated wltn radiation exposure. The
problem of extrapolating animal data to humans, and the validity of such
extrapolations, thus attains particular relevance. This report, therefore,
Includes a consideration of the similarities and dissimilarities in the prenatal
development of laboratory animals and humans, and their relative responses to
radiation exposure.
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2.THE BIOLOGICAL BASIS FOR ASSESSMENT
2.1

General Considerations

The Individual stages of development 1n humans are basically similar to
those in other mammalian species (Fig. 1 ) . Interspecies sequences during early
developmental stages are also strikingly similar at the qualitative level, even
though the absolute durations of these stages differ widely. However,
species-specific characteristics become progressively more prominent during
fetogenesis.
Thus, it would be expected, from the principles of developmental
biology and toxicology, that radiation Insults before and during embryoqenesiA
would produce similar effects at homologous stages. This expectation Is in
accord with a multitude of radloembryological and embryotoxicoloqicai
findings
from laboratory mammals (particularly rats and mice) and from humans.
Nevertheless, various species show differences In their responses and
sensitivities; these will be discussed in later sections of the report.
Homologous stages of mouse and human development are summarized in
Figure 1. Most information on stage dependence of effects has been obtained
after acute exposures of mice and rats to 150-250 kV x rays or 6OC0 gamma rays
at dose rates of 0.5-2 Gy min-1. Development 1s similar In mice and rats,
with a 2-day-later displacement in the post-1mplantat1on stages of the rat.
Effects Induced by irradiation of essentially all mammalian species, including
humans, are first detectable at various Intervals after exposure. For purposes
of this report, the effects have been categorised as short-term, long-term and
late, depending on the length of the interval. These are related to the stage
of development at which exposure (Figure 1) occurs, although there 1s an overlap
of the dose levels at which they may be induced. Moreover, these periods of
sensitivity only partially corr3spond to the major developmental phases such as
bêastoçenesis, organogenesis, and

fetoqenesit.

A series of biological events, a "response chain", must occur to reach the
specific end-point of a developmental disturbance. The duration and type of
response chain are primarily dependent on the developmental stage at the time of
Irradiation, but are also affected by the magnitude of the dose. There are some
indications that the response chains are progressively lengthened with exposure
at later stages of gestation,
but, up to now, this concept has not been
considered 1n risk evaluation [4],
2.2

Radiation Effects at Various Developmental Stages

2.2.1

Short-term Effects

Short-term effects may be manifested at the cellular level as effects 1n
those cells present at the time of Irradiation or 1n the first generations of
their progeny. At the anatomical level, acute Induction defects, hypoplasia,
or hyperplastic alterations (which can be a proximate cause of later
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malformations) may be detected. When the magnitude of the initial damage is
sufficiently high, effects of these types may lead to abortion or miscarriage.

2.?.l.l

Prelmplantatlon period (Blastogenesls)

The similarity of development in most mammalian species, including humans,
up to the stage of germ layer differentiation, leads to an expectation of
similar radiation effects, lhis phase of development is marked by a high
mitotic activity of pluripotent cells (biaAtomere*).
Investigations on mouse
embryos in vitro indicate that the threshold dose for inactivation of
individual blasiomere*
1s about 0.05 Gy from acute exposure to x or gamma rays
[3, 4 ] .
Despite the radlosensitlvlty of Individual cells, the conceptus during
the pre-Implantation period is characterized by a high capacity for regeneration
and structural reorganisation after radiation damage. As a result, studies in
rodents exposed during blastoçenesis
provide no indications of persistent
effects at doses below 0.1 Gy. The I DsO for murine morulas is approximately
I Gy, and fetatea developing from surviving r o d n t monrfae at ooses U D to
3 Gy are generally found to have normal morphology. With the possible exception
cf animal strains with unique genetic labilities, the induction of malformations
appears to occur only after high doses at advanced stages of the
preimpPantation
period.
Ihus, effects of exposure prior to implantation are characterized by a
low threshold with either prenatal death or complete restitution over a wide
range of doses, lhe literature contains no reliable Indications of the
production of other types of effects by exposuie during this period.
Accordingly, undetected embryonic deaths could occur after exposure of women at
those early stages, but it would be impossible to differentiate between
radiation induced and spontaneous abortions, the incidence of which may be as
high as W/..

2.7. A.7.

Period of Organ Formation (Organogenesis)

Specific organ differentiation, during organogenesis, is frequently
preceded by extensive Inductive processes. An important example of such
processes is the formation of the early body axis, including the primary central
nervous system (CNS). Accordingly, defects 1n the induction process and its
immediate consequences are the predominant types of damage produced by
Irradiation in the period shortly after Implantation. These are considered as
the major cause of gross hypoplastic and aplastic lesions (anencephaty),
as
well as those that some authors consider to be hyperplastic, e.g., exencephaly.
These types of disturbances of Induction often preclude further prenatal
development, particularly 1n the human embryo,
since there Is extensive
intrauterine selection. It 1s commonly found 1n experiments with rodents that
some of the survivors in an exposed group, or ?ven within a single U t t e r , are
normal, while others are malformed. This may involve a balance between the
selection process and the embryonic capacity for regeneration and
reorganization, as well as the possibility of slight differences 1n embryonic
age and associated differences in sensitivity.
During the period of major orçanoyeneûi,
wh?n specific organs are
differentiating, an Increase 1n the Incidence of malformations Is a typical
effect produced ry radiation exposure. Chronologie for "critical periods", or
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time periods of special radlosensltlvlty during the sequence of organ
differentiation, have been determined by laboratory experiments. Arguments
against this concept have arisen because some specific developmental defects,
such as congenital cataracts and microcephaly,
have extended time periods
during which they can be induced, and the effect patterns become obscured at
elevated doses, particularly in humans. Accordingly, many scientists prefer the
term "periods of enhanced sensitivity" to avoid the implications associated with
"critical periods11.
Experiments with adequate designs and group sizes have resulted 1n
slgmoidal dose response curves for external malformations and skeletal defects.
Distinct thresholds are sometimes detectable, but the curves often merge Into
the range of background Incidences, so that proportionality 1s usually observed
only 1n the mid-range. In general, the threshold range for teratogenesis during
the main inductive phase appears to be lower (about 0.05 Gy) and the initial
slope of the response curve 1s steeper than 1n the later period of major
organogenesis (threshold range 0.1-0.25 G y ) . Sensitivity to embryolethality
decreases during major organogenesis. The Increased survival during later
organogenesis may result 1n a higher Incidence of malformed fetuses after
Irradiation at higher doses.
Inconsistencies 1n the relationship between dose and embryolethallty, 1n
the lower dose region, are suggestive of biological variability 1n the
population. Nevertheless, 1t is often observed that a clear Inflection point
precedes the rise, especially with fractionation or protraction of the do?e. It
must be assumed that human populations possess even greater heterogeneity and
variability, which has consequences for radiation protection. These complex
relationships, even with their potential for reaching misleading conclusions,
have received little attention in risk analyses.
There have been numerous descriptions of malformed children after
radlotherapeutic exposures of pregnant woman, but the data are Insufficient to
construct adequate dose-response curves for teratogenesis 1n the human embryo.
In most cases, the doses were 1n the range of several Gy, but were not known
precisely; furthermore, the stages of gestation at the time of irradiation
could only be estimated. Similar uncertainties apply to children born after
Intrauterine exposure to atomic bomb radiation 1n Japan, especially at
<festatinna£ stages prior to corticoçenesii.
The paucity of gross malformations
in this population is considered to be Indicative of the extensive selection
against Intrauterine survival of affected Individuals. Notwithstanding the
difficulties that these various factors Introduce 1n Interpretation, the
malformations observed 1n humans exposed to radiation during early
embryoçeneôls
or organogenesis are generally analogous to those seen 1n
experimental animals. Differences 1n the apparent radlosensltlvlty of animal
and human zmbryoi will be discussed in a later section.

2.2.1.3. Period of Fetal Development (Fetogenesls)
At about the time that the ccnceptu» enters the fetal period when organ
growth and histogenesis predominate, acute external radiation exposures tend to
produce éeve'ïovmentalretardation,
but have little effect on the basic shape of
organs. There appears to be a decrease 1n radlosensltlvlty at this stage, 1f
based solely on Intrauterine mortality and the Incidence of malformations. When
neonatal mortal H •. 1s also considered, a marked decrease 1n susceptlm H t y to
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lethal effects becomes evident only in the late fetal staqes. Moreover, it is
not valid to interpret these reduced susceptibilities to specific effects as a
generalized decrease in sensitivity, since long term and late effects become of
increasing importance.
Sensitivity at "-he cellular level persists in discrete pools (germ cells
or neuronal matrix cells), which give rise to specific ceil populations. There
is a progressive loss of compensatory capacity during histogenesis which
promotes the manifestation of growth inhibition and maturational defects. The
potential for propagation of damage is also increased, since the probability of
survival of affected individuals is greater than with exposure at earlier
stages, lhus, the chain of responses is prolonged and, as will be discussed
later, deficits tend to become apparent in the postnatal period. The sequelae
of the acute cellular effects that are produced by exposure during
fetageneûi
f inactivaMon or reproductive death 1n particular) have special significance,
they will b^ discussed separately in the following section.

/.?.1.4. Fffects on Special Cell Populations
With radiation doses between 0.1 and 3.0 Gy, exposure of embryonic tissues
May result in a mosaic of surviving and inactivated ( reproductively dead)
cells. The non uniformity of response among similar embryonic cells is
considered to relate to differences in sensitivity and repair capacities
associated with the stage of the cell cycle, but the spatial distribution of
inn'i/ation events may also be involved. The implications of cellular effects
differ nmong specific populations, and will be considered in the following
paragraphs.
Klastoroeres and germ layers
Damage to the cell nucleus and the
chromosomes are the primary mechanisms of cell inactlvation. Delayed
destruction of daughter c e l U (reproductive cell death) 1s closely related to
the appearance of chromosomal aberrations and aneuploidy, but 1s distinct from
acute cell death, whlcn is associated with nuclear degeneration. The Incidence
of cytogenetic effects in bêastnmere*
appears to Increase linearly with doses
above 0.0S Gy [ 3 ] . Ihere 1s a strong selection against aneuplold cells and those
with chromosomal aberrations or micronuclei. Thus, the cell losses induced by
cytogenetic effects, rather than the effects per se, seem to be the determining
factor for the subsequent course of development.
The practical thresholds for production of significant incidences of cell
death (about 0.?5 Gy) are similar 1n the early neuroectodermal, mesodermal, and
endodermal "anla^en"
of postimplantation embryo*.
The capacities of these
germ layers for regeneration and reorganization are also similar at these stages
of early differentiation. Thus, specifically at the lower level of effective
doses, the predominance of gross neural malformations during subsequent
development 1s not clearly related to effects at the cellular level.
Neuronal cell pools - With advancing differentiation, cell layer formation
1n neural tissues 1s extremely complex because proliferation and migratory
processes occur simultaneously. The types of cell 1nact1vat1on found are
uninterpretable without reference to the undisturbed development, especially
during

corticogenesis.

The early "arJage" of the cortex consists of a pseudo stratified
epithelium of matrix cells, with protoplasmic processes extending between the
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piaf and the ventricular surface. Nuclei migrate from a central position,
where DNA synthesis takes place, to the ventricular line and undergo mitosis.
Daugiter cells either migrate back Into the zone of synthesis or to the
peri^iiery, 1n which case they differentiate into neuroblasts. As a consequence,
four zones with cells In different phases of the cell cycle can be distinguished
during early fetogenesis:
(1) the ventricular V zone (cells in mitosis), (11)
the subventrlcular S-zone (with DNA synthesizing cells, lined by Gl cells,
migrating upwards, and G2 cells, migrating downwards), (iii) the Intermediate
I-zone (with early postmitotic neuroblasts, migrating to the periphery), (1v)
the sparsely populated marginal M-zone [4, 5]Formation of the cortical plate occurs by cell accumulation between the 1
and the M-zone. Cortical stratification starts with basal layers; neuroblasts
for each peripheral layer have to permeate through the deeper layers that have
developed previously. Cell migration and positioning are guided by contact
guidance of astroglial cells attached to the neuroblasts. In mice and rats,
cortex-stratification starts during early Petogenesis (13 or 15 days of
gestation,
respectively) and ceases during the first days after birth.
Homologous processes in man take place 1n two waves of cortical cell formation
between the 8th to 10th, as well as the 11th to 14th, week of
gestation.
Differentiation and the characteristic stages of the cell cycle in these
zones are responsible for differing sequelae of cell Inactivation after
Irradiation. Intensive DNA synthesis continues for one day after exposure
(minimum dose 0.25 G y ) , but there are some dead cells within the zones
containing Gl- and G2-cells. Cell degeneration and depletion are most
prominent, however, in the I-zone, representing the compartment of migrating,
early post-mltotlc neuroblasts. This suggests that death of postmitotic cells
is the predominating mode of cell Inactivation, rather than the more common type
of cycle dependent Inactivation. The sensitivity of postmitotic migratory
cells may arise from damage to nuclei or to their protoplasmic Integrity, which
could lead to selective removal of Incorrectly positioned cells.
Gametes and hematopoietic cells - The Initial cells of the gametic and
hematopoietic lines first appear 1n blood islands of the yolk sac, and
subsequently migrate into the post Implantation embryo to form the progenitor
cell populations. Although these progenitor cells are not 1n the embryo
proper, latent defects may be produced and be subsequently expressed in later
cell lineages. This phenomenon does not affect the general approach for
analysis of X or gamma radiation effects. However, 1t must be considered In
evaluating the effects of internal exposures from radionuclides of high atomic
number, since many of them localize 1n the yolk sac and can selectively
irradiate these primitive stem cells.
Inactivation has been observed following acute external exposures at times
ranging from the early embryonic period of primordial germ cell formation
through the fetal period of spermatogonlal and oogonlal precursors and their
maturation. Most data suggest that cell inactivation during gametogenesls
follows a linear function of dose over a wide range of doses, extending down to
0.05 Gy for the most sensitive stages of oogonlal development [6], Comparative
cellular Inactivation has not been observed 1n the human fetu* at doses below
0.3 Gy.
Gametogenesls 1s one of the most radiosensitive developmental processes.
On the o " e r hand, germ cells have a great capacity for regeneration 1n the
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early stages of gametogenosls, as well as a high redundancy and natural
elimination rate 1n adults. Thus, a small cell loss during development may have
no practical Implications for establishing radiation protection practices as
long as hereditary effects, which are not considered 1n this report, are not
Included.

2.2.2

Long-term Effects

Developmental events are characterised by continuity. At the cellular
level, there 1s a sequence of cell formation, cell maturation and transition
Into a functional phase. At the anatomical level, anfaçe-formation,
morphogenesis, and organ growth can be distinguished. The Initiation of
response chains by exposures that do not Interrupt development thus leads to a
transfer of effects towards higher levels of biological organisation. This means
that the long-term effects shown in the summary diagram (Figure 1) are not
necessarily direct, but may represent transferred and biologically modified
types of manifestation.

2.2.2.1

Reduced Organ and Body Growth

Prenatal radiation exposures usually result in decreased body and organ
weights; this particularly applies to the brain. The nature and magnitude of
such effects reflect age-dependent Interactions between retardation and
compensatory processes occurring at the time of exposure or later. Growth
retardation may be defined as the failure of a fetu* to maintain its expected
growth potential at any yeatational age. Host data on weight variations
towards the end of fetoçenesi* only reflect a transient growth status.
Moreover, the response spectrum found after prenatal irradiation 1s only
Incompletely described, since growth rates above normal can occur In the low
dose range. Overgrowth 1s also possible after a reduction of early embryonal
litter size (overnutrition).
The stage of greatest sensitivity to reduction of fetal weight differs In
mice and rats, indicating that the specific etiological mechanism cannot be
generalized. The greatest effects occur with exposure shortly before major
organogenesis begins in the rat, but with exposure at the beginning of
fetoqeneila
in mice. Despite these temporal differences, radiation doses of
about 0.25 Gy or more are required to produce reliable reductions of prenatal
weight 1n rodents.
Sensitivity for postnatal growth retardation extends throughout the
perinatal period of rats and mice. R/d1at1on doses required to produce
detectable decreases in brain weight are generally less than those required to
produce persistent deficits 1n body weights. The differences 1n these responses
are related to effects on proliferation that occur later 1n gestation,
lr
particular. Increases in cell formation during the postnatal period, to
compensate for deficits produced by prenatal irradiation, become more
significant, and the duration and magnitude of these compensatory mechanisms are
Influenced by organ-specif 1c postnatal growth patterns. As illustrated by a
comparison of liver and brain, periodic postnatal variations 1n DNA synthesis
and cell proliferation rates gradually diminish 1n both organs; these accompany
the changes 1n hepatic growth from cellular proliferation to enlargement, or the
completion of cerebral growth after brain gliosis (formation of glial cell
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populations)
The major difference is that qualitatively similar hepatic ceils
arp formed '. • oughout the period, but there 1i a shift of cell type of the
brain. N e u r n a l cell formation ceases in the early p o s t n t a l period and,
subsequently, compensation and overcompensation are accon.ulished via gliosis,
which can If.'.i* to an imbalance between neural and glial ceils.
lhe p oqrammed succession of qualitatively differen* c?ll populations is
probably involved in the lesser capacity of neural tissue to restore lesions,
both qualitatively and quantitativply. This is compatible with observations in
experimental animals and humans that cprebral underdevelopment
(microcephaly)
is the most distinctive and frequent of tne various retard-.tion effects, and
that about 0.?. Gy was the lowest intrauterine radiation exposure to affect head
circumference in Japanese children.

?.?.?.?.

Structural Defects of the Central Nervous System

The limited observations on the histopathology and cytology of the human
CNS following prenatal radiation exposures confirm th3t homologous processes of
neurogenesis are affected in similar ways in man as in experimental animals.
These similarities are particularly applicable to effects on the matrix and the
migration of cells in specialized neural epithelia.
Cytomorphological Effects - Corticogenesis is one of thp most complicated
and temporally extended developmental processes. Hence, expression and transfer
of effpet arp pnhanced in cortical neurons. In mice, computer assisted
micro video analyses have allowed the quantification of deviations in the
neuronal texture on the basis of alignment quotients which represent the ratio
of poinls of intersection between neuronal processps and superimposed vidpo grid
lines in a parallel or transversp position. This measure is of special
advantage for studies on the disorientation of normally parallelled elements
such as the Va layer cortex neurons. Such quantitative analysis showed a linear
decrease of alignment with x ray doses above 0.1? Gy (exposure at 13 days of
citation).
Thp deviation after
exposure at 0.0b Gy was not statistically
significant [ 4 ] .
Several findings provide evidence that neuronal disorientation may arise
from changes in the migratory pathways or from an impairment of migration
itself: (i) acute irradiation damage is more evident in the compartment of cell
migration than in that of proliferation, (ii) migratory pathways persist as
guidelines for the process formation and arc thus necessarily involved in the
mediation of branching defects, (iii) the complexity of cell positioning d'jrinq
rortirotjeneMi
entai Is an increase of radiosensitivity, presumably beyond that
which occurs during less complicated steps of development, lhe latter may be
correlated with contact guidance of cortical neuroblasts by astroglial cells, a
phenomenon that was recently analysed for different species, including primates

Neuroral disorientation occurs at a dose below the threshold level for
cell inactivation. The minimum dose to cause death of neuronal matrix cells and
early neuroblasts is in the order of 0.?5 Gy, which is twice as high as the
lowest dose causing cytomorphological changes. Thus, there is a possibility
that effects not primarily associated with cell inactivation (as is the case
after higher doses) may occur.
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Anatomical defects - Disturbances of neuronal cell migration and
stratification entail changes at the anatomical level. Studies in mice indicate
that j reduced diameter of the corticalplate,
as well as of brain commissures,
is amuny the most prominent types of persistent structural brain defects.
Fxposure to x rays at 13 days of aestation
induces dose dependent diminutions
lit thr cortical plate diameter, the corpus caltotum and the fimbria
kipporampi,
with a threshold dose of about 0.1? Gy
Observations in rats
indicate that damage to the late generated supragranular layer of the cortex is
•.'orrelated with reduction in size of the corpus caftosum.
Structural defects in neurons or brain subunits can be evoked especially
in thf> developmental period which follows the induction period for gross
external defects, i.e., after transition from organogenesis to
fetoçenesis.
Homologous induction periods for structural damage in the forebrain Include the
who It? fetal period in rodents, and between 8 to 15 weeks of gestation in man.
Animal data indicate threshold values of about 0.1 Gy, and the lesions tend to
r
.how J linear increase in frequency with higher doses. Compensation of
structural defects that are manifested postnatally is greatly limited.
Maturation defects - In contrast to the persistence of the structural
defects produced by irradiation, there are fluctuations in the magnitude of the
hnstochemiral or biochemical maturation deficits of cells. The expression of
such effects is most pronounced during critical periods of pjstnatal maturation,
during which different cell organelles arfi formed, metabolism changes from
anaerobic to aeroblr, and eel 1-specif1c functions begin. Again, the greatest
sensitivities have been observed In neuronal cell lines. Including neuroglia
[4]. In several instances, the expression cf effects is most pro.iounced after
exposures during early fetoçenesis,
and decreases during later development of
rodents. T ahle l shows examples of the lowest acute x-ray doses inducing
hl'-.tochemira! or biochemical maturation responses in comparison to structural
defects in mouse brains. With t,ie exception of nucleic a d d synthesis,
histochrmiral and biochemical responses appear to be less Indicative of I O W dose
r-ftc.-fs than are structural defects. Cell maturation is not persistently
impaired aftt.r doses of less than 1 Gy. There are no comparable data on
his'orhemii a 1 and biochemical maturation responses 1n man.

?.?.'>.'i

Impaired Neural Function and Behaviour

Neurological and motor deficits are among the most prominent functional
alterations that are produced by prenatal irradiation of laboratory animals.
Several studies have established dose-response relationships for impairment of
various motor functions, and the practical threshold seems to be about 0.?5 Gy.
Although such changes may be induced throughout early neurogenesis, they are
especially pronounced after exposure during late organogenesis or early
fetnveneû*.
These periods coincide with those during which latent structural
defects may be induced.
Changes 1n the bioelectric activity of the brain, Including differences in
the electro encephalograph of prenatally Irradiated animals, have been
demonstrated. The magnitude of such changes 1s not completely correlated with
the degree of structural damage. Reliable increases 1n the susceptibility to
the induction of tonic seizures 1n rats subjected to extreme levels of
mixed frequency noise (audiogenic seizures) generally require prenatal exposures
of about 0.?S Gy, although lower doses have been reported to be effective in
especially sensitive strains of mice.
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It Is not possible to establish the relevance to humans of such
non physiological measure:. Likewise, there Is a varie.y of uncertainties that
make it Impossible to assess the significance of deficits in learning ar '
behavioural tests performed with rodents. The difficulties 1n correlating
structure and function, and with extrapolation of rodent data to man, are
illustrated by findings that even extensive deformation of the visual cortex of
the rat does not prevent learning of an optlcal-motoric taik. It seems unlikely
that doses below 0.15 to 0.25 Gy affect learning and behaviour In rodents, even
with exposure during the most sensitive stages.
Data on neurofunctlonal effects obtained from experiments in non-human
primates are more readily Interpreted. The following effects were observed In
90 day-old squirrel monkeys that had been exposed to gamma rays (with doses of
0.5 or 1.0 Gy) between 80 and 90 days of gestation [8]. Somatometric growth
rates, as measured by head circumference, crown rump length and body weight,
were lower than In the controls. Furthermore, accuracy, completeness and time
required for reflexes and neuromuscular co-ordination were impaired and correct
responses In tests for visual orientation, discrimination and reversal learning
were below control level.
These effects resemble those observed In Japanese children exposed to the
atomic bomb in utero. Mental retardation, mostly combined with mlcroencepha'y,
was the most prominent effect 1n survivors from the higher dose groups.
Analyses based on a combination of developmental data on corticoyentsi* with
these epidemiological data Identified the period of maximal sensitivity of the
human forebraln as being between 8 and 15 weeks of development. For children
exposed during this time, a linear Increase In the frequency of mtnici
retardation with radiation dose (40% probability per Gy) resulted frosi a
statistical analysis based on the old T65DR dosimetry system[2}. The
dose-effect relationship resulting from the new DS8b dosimetry system suggests a
frequency of severe mental retardation at 1 Gy of 43%, and the existence of a
significant threshold in the range of 0.2 to 0.4 Gy[18,19]. However, the
location and reality of the threshold are difficult to assess. A conclusion
that there Is a continuous linear dose-response relation would appear to be
Incompatible with the fact that pofycytic effects, such as neuronal cell loss
or migration disturbances resulting 1n branching defects, are Involved In the
causation of mental retardation.
This is further supported by experimental
evidence on neuronal alignment disturbances, which were discussed In Section
2.2.2.2. Therefore, 1n spite of the possibility that the Induction of mental
retardation has no threshold, the biological features of this pot^c^tic
phenomenon speak against a classification as a stochastic effect with no
threshold. The Intelligence quotients (IQ) of the children from this population
were assessed when they were about 10 years old. The dosimetry system employed
did not affect the conclusion that the best fit to the IQ data was a
linear-quadratic relationship with fetal absorbed dose. A proportionality
coefficient of 7-13 IQ points decrease Gy-1 was calculated far those 1n the
8-15 week period.
The absence of mental retardation in children exposed before 8 weeks of
gestation may be taken as confirmation of the phase-specificity of the effects
produced by exposure between 8 and 15 weeks . Moreover, the corrplex
stratification processes 1n the cortex have not begun before this period of
maximal sensitivity. On the other hand, the lower frequency of menial
retardation following exposure after 15 weeks may reflect a transition to less
radiation-sensitive developmental events. A five-fold lower risk 1n Japanese
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Tdble 1: Lowest Dose-leveU for long term Developmental Effects in the Brain of Mire
after Acute Exposure to X-rays in Utero

CHARACTER

PHENOMENA

LOCALIZATION

pcmoo Of
MANIFESTATION

STRUCTURAL

S3

01 AMETER DIMINUTION

NEURONAL DISORIENTATION

CEREBRAL CORTEX
CORPUS CALLOSUM
FIMBRIA HIPPOCAMPI
CORTEX VA-LAYER

HISTOCHEMICAL

TIGROID DENSITY LOSS
MYELIN DENSITY LOSS

BRAIN STEM NEURONS
BRAIN STEM FIBRES

PERIODICAL
MYELINATION

BIOCHEMICAL

BRAIN DMA (mg/g TISSUE)
(DECREASE
INCREASE)
DECREASE RNA (mg/g TISSUE)
PROTEIN (mg/g TISSUE)
MYELIN PROTEINS
(mg/g MYELIN)
»
CHOLESTEROL
(mg/g TISSUE)
IMBALANCE NaVK*

TOTAL BRAIN

tl

N

DECREASE ATP (mmol/g TISSUE)

PERSISTENT

DAY ( p . C . )
OF EXPOSURE

13
13
13
13

OOSE
(Gy)
0.125
0.12S
0.5
0.125

13 - 18
13

0 5
0.5

INCREASE PERSISTENT

13

0.25

WEEK 2 ANO 3 p.p.
PERSISTENT

13
13
13 - 18

0.5
>1.0

13 - 18

1.0

WEEK 4 TO 8 p.p.
POSTNATAL
II

HOURS/DAYS p.irr.

20

13

1.0

18
13 - 18

2.0

13

2.0
20

NO
EFF

children was calculated for irradiation after iS weeks than for irradiation
between 8 and 15 weeks of captation,
and existence of a threshold was not ruled
out.
Although the criterion of "mental-retardation" does not apply to sub-h'jman
primates, the generality of the developmental patterns suggests that the
cytological bases for the mediation of effects may be considered to be
identical. An increased sensitivity of the primate cortex is plausible in view
of an increased need for migration due to the greater cortical diameter and the
higher degree of neuronal branching. On the other hand, there is a remarkable
agreement between the lowest dose response range for neurostructural defects in
rodents and the effects which allow corresponding conclurions from mentally
retarded children.
2.2.3

Late Effects

A number of factors make it tenuous to extrapolate th^ results of animal
experiments on radiation-induced tumorigenesis to man. These include the fact
that many stocks of experimental animals have been developed to have higher
spontaneous tumor or leukemia incidences than would be found in populations with
normal genetic heterogeneity. Thus, the predisposition to developing various
neoplasms is relatively specific to the stock of animals studied. Some of the
studies involving exposures at low doses suggest that the effect is obtained via
tumor promotion, rather than through induction. Further, several other factory
are involved in an'.mrl studies; these include the interactions between tumor
latencies and differences in life spans, altered endocrine status, competing
risk factors in mortality, and destruction of cells of target tissues. These
factors make it prudent to restrict extrapolations of these results to genera:
features, rather tha.i to quantitative estimates of risk.
Discernible increases in the incidence of cancer and leukemia have not
been shown expérimenta 1 ^ after exposures during bêasloçeneai* or early
organogenesis. This contrasts with an increasing susceptibility during the
subsequent stages. Including the perinatal period. Tumor promoting or
tumorigenic absorbed doses have not been demonstrated below 0.1 Gy, and in most
cases are higher than 0.5 Gy. After external exposure, brain, liver, lung,
ovaries ano" mammary gland were the most common sites of tumors. Susceptibility
to lymphoma Induction seems to be most evident after exposure during the
advanced intrauterine period. Experimentally determined tumor induction by
internal exposure to specific radionuclides is prominent during growth or onset
of function in target organs. Striking examples for this <?re thyroid or bone
tumors arising from uptake of radioiodine or radiostrontium, respectively,
although many other examples are available [9].
Some of the epidemiological sturjies in children who were exposed during
their intrauterine life to diagnostic procedures on their mothers, provide
evidence for effects at doses lower than 0.1 Gy, even if biases are taker, into
account. Risk factors of 2x10-2 Gy-1 were calculated for the induction of
leukemia and solid tumors [10]. The validity of these calculations for any
prenatal exposure period is, however, uncertain.

?7

2.3

Factors Modifying Prenatal Radiation Effects

Numerous experiments have shown that a change in exposure conditions, dose
rate, protraction or fractionation, and radiation quality can markedly affect
the incidence and severity of the effects produced by prenatal irradiation. In
turn, these factors influence the implications for radiological protection that
result from the dose-response relationships associated with the biological
changes discussed in the foregoing sections. The evidence relating to these
underlying factors will be considered in the following section.

2.3.1 Role of Temporal Distribution of Dose
The effects of embryonic Irradiation can be either enhanced or reduced,
depending on the specific pattern of temporal dose distribution (for detailed
referonces see Kor.ernann, 1987 [4]). Sensitization phenomena were observed
after short-interval fractionation patterns which Interfere with the
cell-cycle. Most studies on developmental defects after dose fractionation or
temporal dose extension have found a reduction of effect. For example, a total
dose of 10 Gy, distributed over the entire prenatal period, did not impair the
survival of rat fetuses, although their growth was retarded. The shoulder
region of dose-response curves for the percentage of morphologically normal
fetuses is extended by a factor of about 4 by dally fractionation of
x irradiation on days 5 to 12 of gestation, and by a factor of about 6 after
continuous gairma irradiation 1n comparison with an acute irradiation on days
7 or 10. Similar values were obtained for the doses necessary for acute,
fractionated or continuous irradiation during organogenesis to lower the
percentage of externally normal fetuses to 40%. Studies on anatomical defects
1n the rat brain show that the degree of damage depends more on the size of the
single fraction than on their number. However, there is a reduction of effect
If tvo fractions are given at increasing intervals within a 12 hour period.
Other investigations were concerned with the postnatal manifestation of
dose-rate effects after 6ÛC0 gamma irradiation of rats on day 18 of
gestation.
A total dose of 1.6 Gy, at rates of 0.01, 0.03 or 0.47 Gy mln -1,
decreased the amounts of DNA, RNA and proteins in brains, but not the RNA or
protein content per cell. In the neocortex, neither the biochemical effects
nor cell loss were compensable and, in contrast to the remaining brain tissue,
no conclusions as to dose-rate effects could be drawn. An enhancement of effect
with increasing iose-rate occurred in the neocortex only after total doses of
more than 0.8 Gy.
The limited effect of dose-rate on the responses seen during cortex
development 1s 1n contrast to dose-rate dependence for various embryonic
malformations 1n the rat. The Induction rate for embrywn.'- ma'furmalions was
reduced by factors up to 10 when the dose-rate was raised from 0.005 or
0.012 Gy mln-1 up to 1 ty mln-1, to a total dose of 1.5 Gy on day 9.
Moreover, six specific mal format lots wpre produced following exposure at
1 Gy m1n-l, but were absent at 0.005 Gy min-1 [11]. In this case, 1t 1s
impossible to determine whether extensive recovery processes prevented
manifestation of an effect or whether there was a failure to reach teratogenic
doses 1n "critical periods" as a result of protraction.
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2.3.?

Role of Radiation Quality

The initial portion of cell inactiv tion curves usually show a shoulder
after low L U irradiation, but are approximately linear after high-1 ET
irradiation. The differences 1n the shapes of the curves reflect a relative
promotion or repression of repair and recovery processes. Similar LET-dependent
response modification is also seen in radioembryological effects. However, it
must not be overlooked that the basic modes of cellular responses apply to
embryonic tissues only In the early phase of damage. In higher organisms,
continuation of developmental processes necessarily leads to an expression of
effect at a higher level of biological organization. The similarity in the
shapes of RBE-dependent dose response curves for cell inactivation and
developmental defects thus reflect analogous rather .than homologous types of
response.
A compilation of RBI values for different developmental defects observed
in mice Irradiated with neutrons 1s shown in Table ?.. The mean of the
RFif values listed in Table 2 is 3.65. Most of the values refer to medium levels
of response. Observations indicating a tendency towards increasing RBR values
with decreasing exposure levels are less clearly expressed in developmental
defects than in many other radiation responses, and further clarification 1s
necessary.

2.4

Effects of Internally Deposited Radionuclides

The physical processes through which deleterious effects on the
mnceptui
are produced by exposure to radiation from internally deposited
radioactive materials do not differ from those associated with exposures from
external sources. Evaluating effects or establishing dose response
relationships requires quantification of dose and the components of dose,
fstimation and expression of absorbed doses from internal emitters is more
complicated then for external sources, however, end there are a number of
factors that can lead to differences between the nature of the effects produced
by internal and external exposures [12].
There are differences among nuclides in the quantitative relationships
between administered activity (or maternal body burden), associated
concentration in the concepts,
and the resulting radiation doses. These
differences in dosimetry and in target organ or tissue sensitivity produce a
wide spectrum of developments 1 effects, which makes it impossible to develop
generalized relationships that are applicable to all radioactive materials.
There are several occupations in which pregnant women might be exposed
nuclear
medicine, radiopharmaceutical manufacture, nuclear fuel processing, nuclear
facility operation
in addition to the possibility of environmental exposure.
Oifferent spectra of nuclides are involved as potential contaminants 1n all of
those situations and, in turn, the foregoing conclusions could have differing
implications.
There are quantitative difference" in the degree to which various classes
of elements cross the placenta and become available to the conceptus,
and the
proyre'.sion throughout the periodic table is not completely systematic.
Moreover, transfer 1s influenced by the physicochemical state of the material
and the chemical form in which 1t is present. Many radioisotopic materials of
concern display specific organ or tissue affinities in their localization 1n the
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Table 2: RB£-Values (150-250 kV X Rays/Fast Neutrons) for Pre- and Postnatal
Developmental O e f e c t - i n Mice

PHENOMENA OBSERVED

FORMAT IC'J OF MICRONUCLEI

STAGE DURING
EXPOSURE

STAGE OF
OBSERVATION

CLEAVAGE

MORULA

7.4

1.0

1.8

1.0

4.S

UP TO 2 . 0

3.0

H

UP TO 2 . 0

3.4

M

50% MALFORMED

2.9

EARLY EMBRYONIC DEATH

PRONUCLEUS

PREIMPLANTAT.

LETHALITY IN UTERO

EARLY ORGANOGEN.

PER.riATAl

MALFORMATIONS (SKELETAL)

m

m

MAJOR ORÛAN0GEN

RBE

O.CS Gy

m

H

MALFORMATIONS (EXTERNAL)

DOSE-LEVEL (x r a y s ) /
LEVEL Of RESPONSE

REMAINING NORMAL FETUSES

m

m

H

50% DEAD Or MALFOPflEC

2.8

FETAL WEIGHT DEFICIT

H

N

m

0 . 2 9 UNDERWEIGHT

3.0

BOOY WEIGHT DEFICIT

EARLY FErOCENCSi;

PftEADU'.T
m

10% UNDERWEIGHT

4.0

30%

4.0

N

H

MYELIN DENSITY LOSS

M

H

2 WEEKS p . p .

10% DENSITY LOSS

4.0

CROSS-SECTION OF
NEOCORTEX

li

N

PDEAOULT

10% REDUCTION

3.0

BRAIN

"

conceptu* and throughout the fetoplacental unit; these affinities, and the
ease of transfer across the placenta, prog ressively change throughout
testation.
Estimation of tissue concentrât Ions and associated radiation doses
Is complicated by the Interplay of growth, affinities, and translocation. Such
exposures are delivered at low and varying dose rates, which lead to
quantitative differences 1n effectiveness, as was discussed relative to
exposures by external sources. There are further difficulties 1n comparing
dose-effect relationships, because most of the relevant radionuclides are beta
or alpha emitters, often with unknown qual 1ty factors, while the primary
database on developmental effects has been obtained with photon exposures. Many
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of the deleterious effects of internal emitters are evidenced as postnatal
deficits, and it is desirable to dissociate the effects produced b> the prenatal
exposure from that produced by postnatal exposure from remaining radioisotope
and from material transferred via maternal milk.
Because the database is so limited, it is difficult to present a
generalised, but still adequate, overview of the dose response relationships
pertaining to radioisotope exposure. It 1s evident from published reviews and
recommendations by various national and International advisory and regulatory
bodies that there are uncertainties concerning estimation of radiat*on dose in
the human conceptat from maternal exposures to most rat .cnuclides. For some
materials, particularly radiopharmaceuticals and isotopes used as clinical
tracers, a reasonable body of information is available from human experience, as
well as from animal studies, and some dosimetric values have been calculated.
Somewhat less information is available for elements that are natural
TOtab~.l1 tes, or their analogues. Even fewer data on the radionuclides
associated with une nuclear industries, especially the transuran'c elements, are
available from animal experimentation, and there are almost no comparative data
from h'"nan experience,
Tht t?rm "fetal accretion" was coined as a general expression of
concentration to provide a simplified view of the general dosimetric patterns.
This is an artificial concept tha+ integrates the complex interplay between
maternal bickinetlcs, nlacental transfer, and the presence of receptor sites in
the c ceplut.
Rough approximations are presented 1n Table 3 1n an attempt to
place published estimates Into a common framework for comparisons. For many
nuclides, the reported data for humans and experimental animals are sufficiently
homogeneous to allow them to be conveniently placed into those broad
categories. In oth?r instances, however, circumstances require that even such
broad categorization must be regarded as equivocal and tentative. The reasons
for uncertainty Include a paucity of data for mat(y nuclides and discrepancies
between reports presenting data that were oLtained over a wide range of exposure
conditions and durations, and stages of gestation.
Other reasons Include
unreconciled and suspect differences between human and animal data, and
questionable accuracy 1n the face of marked discrepancies between reported
concentrations 1n the whole fetus and Its organs.
fetal accretion 1s relatively high for natural constituents and their
analogues such as calcium, phosphate, and caesium, and for noble gases which are
freely accessible to and Incorporated Into the- conceptut so that the fetal and
maternal concentrations are similar. The concentration of Iodine 1s higher 1n
the conceptu» than 1n Its mother (Table 3) and the relative concentration 1n
tl^e target organ - the thyroid gland - is also elevated after 1t begins to
function (Table 4 ) . Fetal accretion of tritium Is high when 1t 1s present as
water; both tritium and carbon are often contained within organic molecules and
their availability to and disposition in the conceptual are markedly dependent
on pharmacological and biochemical considerations. Many of the heavy elements,
Including the transuranics, are accreted to a low degree, although there is a
wide range in the actual values.
The calculated absorbed doses to the conceptu* or fetal tissues usually
ire less than suggested by the concentration ratio Itself, because, 1n the
absence of further incorporation or loss, continued fetal growth will
progressively decrease the concentration. Thus, the dilution of activity that
results from progressive Increases in the mass of the fetus (or newborn) and
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1ABIE 3

Ratios of Average Nuclide Concentrations 1n Whole Fetus
to those In Pregnant Woman or Arimal

LOWER (a)

Actlnldes (most)
Antimony
Cerium
lodinated Dyes
Mercury (inorganic)
Nickel
Niobium
Polonium
Technecium (most forms)
Tellurium
Thorium

SIMILAR (b,c)

Calcium
Caesium
Cobalt (Inorganic, Vit. B12)
Gallium ??
Iodides (most organic)
Iron ??
Krypton
Lead
Manganese ??
(methyl) Mercury
Phosphates
Plutonium ??
Radium
Selenium ( s e l e n l t e , methionine)
Strontium
(per) Technetate ??
lhallijm
l r l t l u m (as water)
Zinc ( I n o r g a n i c )

HIGHER (d)

Iodides (Inorganic,
some organic)

f^otes:
(a)
(b)

(c)
(d)

1/3 or less
?? Indicates materials for which there 1s a wide range of reported fetal
values, ranging from much lower to higher than dam - or fetal/maternal
concentration ratios of « 1 to >1.
Many organic carbon and tritium compounds fall Into this category, but
must be considered on an individual basis.
More than 2.
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Its organs tends to decrease the biological h a l f - H f e beyond that associated
with metabolic considerations. Moreover, the relationship Indicates that it
would bt Inappropriate to apply committed dose concepts or calculations to
analyses of acute or subchronic exposures during early development. The
concentrations of most radioactive isotopes in the concepts
are similar to or
less than In their dam for the forms to which they would most likely be exposed
(Table 3 ) . Moreover, there are no indications of selective deposition in fetal
organs or tissues for most of these materials (Table 4 ) . In these cases,
accordingly, the assumption that the absorbed dose in the eonceptu* is roughly
the same as In the mother should provide a reasonable, or even conservative,
dosimetric estimate. For a few chemical forms of some nuclides there is not an
appreciable placental barrier, but there is a selective organ deposition.
Most of the materials that are readily or moderately accreted are beta
and/or gamma emitters, with relatively short biological half lives, and without
markedly specific localization prior to pptoceneaii.
High absorbed doses
resulting from incorporated radionuclides, including 3 H , 32pf 90sr, and
1311, have been shown to be embryotoxic and teratogenic when administered to
pregnant animals prior to petoçenetia.
Thtse effects are dosimetrically
compatible with those observed with photon exposure when due allowance is made
for differences in dose rates and protraction. On f he ether hand, specific
localization markedly Increases the radiation dose and Influences the
specificity of effects after the target Issues have developed. For xample,
radloiodlnes reach a higher concentration in the fetal thyroid than in the
maternal thyroid in laboratory animals and In humans, and animal experiments
have demonstrated both acute and long-term effects produced by such .xposures.
Although this situation dees not have a parallel with external exposures,
adequate dosimetry has been performed to establish that the fetal (and neonatal)
thyroid is more radiosensitive as measured in te".-RS of acute and subacLte
effects. Moreover, the perinatal thyroid displays an Increased susceptibility
for tumorigenesis. Although the administered activities that resulted in overt
effects were higher than those that might be expected under ordinary
circumstances 1n people, the potential for exposure and analogcjs effects
remains.
Several elements of higher atomic number have been shown to be embryotoxic
and weakly te atog^nic in rodents, but this is detectable only at high levels of
administered activity
Dosimetric data are not complete for elements in the
actinide series, but It s^cms that, for some poorly accreted nuclides such as
Pu, the emoryoioxlc action occurs via an effect on the uiltous yolk sac which has
a high affinity for heavy metals and is an important absorptive structure in the
early rodent emb,yo.
The Importance of the nutritive role of this structure
1s net paralleled in hly.ier rrammals, Including man, but a high affinity has been
demonstrated In non-human primates. As discussed above, the progenitor cells of
the gametes and haematopoietic system originate 1n the blood islands of the yolk
sac. In theory, a brief alpha particle exposure of these stem cells during
early development could have i^ter consequences, but this relationship has not
been evaluated [12].
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TABLE 4

Examples of materials which have been reported to display Elevated
Concentrations 1n Fetal Structures relative to Maternal Organs

MATERIAL

Iodine
Iron
(methyl) Mercury
Nickel
Niobium
Selenlte (75s e 0 3 )
(per) Technetate
Thorium
Plutonium (and
other actlnldes to
lesser extent)

STRUCTURE

Thyroid - variable; consistent
elevation after function begins
Liver - 35
Liver - 5
Brain 8. Skull - 20; Liver - 4
T1b1a - 100; Liver - 5
Bone & Teeth - 2 to 9
Femur & Liver - 2 to 10
Placenta
Villous Yolk Sac

COMMENTS

Disagreements concerning
dose calculations

Species differences
Apparently unique to
rabbits
Assayed postpartum

Note that:

(I)

values presented are obtained at selected times;

(II)

the ratios of absorbed doses are not proportional to concentration ratio:»
because of dlfferlr.g bicloglcal half-lives.

2.5

Radiobiological Considerations for Risk Assessment 1n Man

2.5.1 Cellular Basis of Developmental Defects
The rule of Bergonié and Tribondeau states that radiosens1tiv1ty 1s high 1n
less differentiated and rapidly proliferating cells, and decreases with the degree
of cell differentiation. To the extent that this rule U valid, 1t might be
expected that the cellular patterns of damage 1n Irradiated embryo* would
correspond to the age-dependent distribution of proMferatlon centres. It would
thus seem plausible to regard cell loss as being among tt.e most important causes of
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teratogenesis, and a multitude of hypoplastic malformations undoubtedly results
from uncompensated cell losses. The limited applicability of the cell inactivation
theory becomes obvious, however, in view of hyperplastic effects (exencephaly and
Polydactyly) or inductive defects (anencephaty,
spina bifida, lens defects),
which do not necessarily arise from cell loss. There are further reasons for
exercising caution if risk estimates, especially in the low dose range, arc too
nnrrowly based on the doses required for cell inactivation. For example,
disturbances in the neuronal branching can be induced at doses below the threshold
for cell inactivation. However, a naturally programmed cell loss is inherent in
many morphogenetic processes and would hardly be distinguishable from a limited
radiation induced ceil loss.
further uncertainties as to the biological relevance of a moderate cell loss
arise from the natural cellular redundancy, which 1s especially prominent in the
gonads and neuronal tissues. In addition, the regenerative capacity of early
embryonic tissues leads to the possibility of a complete restitution of the
embryo's integrity. At present, the problem of the margins of a tolerable or
developmentally significant cell loss is far from being solved.

2.5.2

Comparison between Radiosensltivity of Man and Experimental Animals

The question of the contribution of species differences in development to
differences in the relative sensitivity of humans and experimental animals is of
fundamental importance. Independent of the relative duration of organogenesis,
rodent embryos exhibit a high degree of differentiation as well as more rapid
cell proliferation in a much shorter time than in humans. In addition,
compensatory responses are restricted to much shorter periods than in humans, due
to the greater rapidity of rodent development; these temporal shifts may result in
an enhanced sensitivity. Thus, from biogenetic reasons, human embryo* may be
less radiosensitive than would be expected by extrapolating results of animal
experiments. Numerous data referring to the lowest doses for the Induction of
mal formations are 1n accord with this conjecture. However, the special conditions
that apply during human corticoçenesin
may lead to similar or increased sensitivity
as a result of greater migratory performance of the neuroblasts.
Most data available from earlier literature Indicate that an absorbed doso of
less than 0.2b Gy is Insufficient to Induce malformations in humans. A dose of
0.1 Gy had been regarded as a practical threshold value for any deleterious effect
at all stages of (testation.
Recent clinical studies [11] gave no indications of
developmental effects of radiation in the dose range up to at least 0.1 Gy. The
earlier view, that radiation doses of 0.1 Gy to 0.25 Gy are below the threshold for
teratogenic effects in humans, 1s 1n contrast with the detection of malformations
In brain or cranial structures of rodents at lower doses (0.05 Gy or 0.12 Gy
respectively). A direct extrapolation from the lovest effective dose for
developmental disturbances in animals to humans may thus possibly lead to an
overestimation of the teratogenic risk in general.
Observations on radiation Induced malformation 1n humans do not yet allow
construction of the corresponding dose response curves in their er. ,-ety. If the
above deductions from the low dose effects are extended to higher dose ranges, then
less steep response curves with more pronounced shoulder regions are to be expected
for humane than for experimental animals. Ih1s would be associated with a
reduction in the severity of effects.
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2.5.3

Types of Response In Man and Experimental Animals

Regardless of the different transition times, the sequence of
qualitatively similar differentiation steps is identical in mammals and humans
(Figure 1 ) . Therefore, radiation-dependent, embryotoxic responses are parallel
in various species, when noxious agents act on homologous stages of
development. Accordingly, model experiments with laboratory mammals are ot
importance for detection and analysis of types of damage that are diagnostically
difficult or impossible to determine. This is especially applicable to the
cellular response chains, which entail cytomorphological, biochemical and
functional long-term effects as a result of an effect transfer.
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3. THE CONTROL OF RADIATION DOSE IN THE EMBRYO AND FETUS
3.1

Basic Criteria for the Protection of the Embryo and Fetus

3.1.1

General Considerations

National and Internationa1 radiation protection advisory bodies have
emphasized the Importance of minimizing potential exposure of the embryo and
fetui and, by extension, the occupational radiation exposure of fertile women.
The Justification for more restrictive radiation protection guides for
potentially pregnant female radiation workers 1s based on the consideration that
her

embryo/petut:

(I)

1s particularly susceptible to being adversely affected by Ionizing
radiation; and

(II)

enters the occupational radiation environment Involuntarily.

Ideally, the Implementation cf a dose limitation system for protection of
the embryo/petua from occupational exposure of pregnant women would take
Into consideration the changing biological sensitivity of the embryo/fétu*
during gestation, the additional complexity of determining the absorbed dose 1n
the embryo/petm,
and the socioeconomic and legal problems of restricting
the occupational opportunities of fertile women.
3.1.2

Factors Relevant to the Application of Dose Limits

The application 1n the workplace of dose limits for the petu& 1s
ci -plicated by the difficulties of determining the fetal dose from external
sources and Internally deposited radionuclides, the uncertainties Involved 1n
determining pregnancy 1n female radiation workers, and potentially conflicting
regulations that protect the equal employment opportunities of women. These
factors are discussed In the sections that follow.
3.1.2.1

Biological Considerations

The practical Implementation of a dose limitation system should take Into
account:
(I)

the stages of oe station, during which the embryc/petui
exposed;

(II)

the rate at which exposure to the fetut, takes place; and

(III)

the quality factor of the radiation to which the petuA 1s exposed.
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may be

Protraction of the allowable dose over the nine-month ?estation period
considerably lessens the potential for the exposure to induce deleterious
developmental effects. As discussed earlier, the evidence suggests that cell
repair and recovery processes may be more effective during fractionation or
protraction of a radiation exposure.
Since the sensitivity of the embryc./fetus
to radiation Is dependent on
the gestational stage of development, the time period during which the radiation
exposure occurs is an important factor in the overall expected risk.
Protraction of exposure of the embryo/fetu*
will have the additional effect
of lessening the possibility that developing and differentiating structures at
any given embryologlcal stage will receive a sufficient dose to Induce
developmental abnormalities.
lhe most potentially sensitive period for producing teratogenic effects
appears to be between 2 and 8 weeks of mentation, when the woman may not be
aware that she is pregnant. However, no radiation protection concern arises
during this period, because, as already Indicated, a threshold 1n the order of
0.05 to 0.1 Gy exists. In fact, under the current provisions recommended by the
1CRP [13] for the protection of women of reproductive capacity (which do not
require special limitations other than the annual dose limit of 50 mSv, provided
that the exposure occurs at an approximately regular rate), the dose that might
be received by the embryo/fetus
during the period 1n question would not
exceed about 5 mSv.
Another sensitive period during gestation may be that between weeks 8 and
15 of development, 1n which the possibility exists of induction of mental
retardation
and diminished intelligence. A pregnancy should have been
recognised by this time, allowing for the Implementation of appropriate
radiation control measures.

3.1.2.2

Socio legal Considerations

lhe ICRP's recommended dose limit of 50 rnSv per year for radiation workers
[13] applies to both men and women. One benefit to women resulting from being
subjected to protection requirements (including dose limits) that are equal to
those applied to men is to provide them with similar opportunities for job
security and career advancement. Special protection requirements for women
(Including a reduced occupational exposure limit) 1n order to protect the
embryo/fetus
could be Interpreted as unfair or discriminatory. Equal
treatment of men and women by employers 1s required by law 1n many countries.

3.1.3

Dose Limitation

Currently, there 1s no internationally accepted dose 1 Irait s p e d H c a ' l y
applicable to exposure of the embryo/fetus.
However, in a statement Issued
after its meeting 1n 1983, the International Commission on Radiological
Protection (1CRP) examined the Implications that new Information on the
Induction of mental retardation
1n children exposed 1n utero might have for
occupational exposure of women [14]. The Commission stated that, "the methods
of protecting pregnant women at work should provide a standard of protection for
the fetus broadly comparable with that provided by protection of members of the
general public". This would Imply that the dose limit to the
embryo/fetus
should be no higher than 5 mSv over the entire gestation
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period- In that statement, the Commission referred to its 1977 recommendation
[13j, that the conditions of occupational exposure of women diagnosed as being
pregnant should he limited to those in which it is most unlikely that their
yearly exposure would exceed 3/10 (15 mSv) of the annual dose-equivalent limit
(Working Condition B ) . The Commission also recommended that specific
operational arrangements should be made to avoid irregularities in the rate at
which the dose could be received, and to keep the dose to the fetut as low as
reasonably achievable. Under these conditions, according to the Commission, it
could be expected that the dose received by the fetus over the critical period
of 8 to 15 weeks of gestation, would not exceed about 1 mSv. This would also
imply that the average dose received by the embryo/fetus
would be unlikely
to exceed 0.5 mSv in a month, which "".hould provide ad-.quate protection for
effects induced during other periods of gestation.
The biological basis for any reassessment of the current recommendations
for the embryo/fetus
was discussed in detail in the preceding sections.
After reviewing the potential biological effects of radiation on the
embryo/fetus,
the Consultant Group believes that the current dose limitation
system, Including the operational arrangements recommended by the ICRP for the
protection of the fetus, provides an adequate level of protection against the
short-term, long-term, and late effects shown in Figure 1.
The evidence available to the Consultant Group points to threshold doses
of the order of 0.05 - 0.1 Gy for the induction of teratogenic effects. In this
case, there would be no risk to the fetus under the ICRP's recommended
operational arrangements.
As concerns mental retardation
and reduced intelligence, 1t has to be
recognised that statistical analysis of the limited data available so far is
consistent with a linear or linear-quadratic relationship between dose and
effect, without a threshold. However, the biological evidence discussed In
2.2.2.3 would suggest the presence of a threshold for this effect. According to
the above-mentioned data, which only refer to the acute exposure of a
population, the slope of the dose-response relationship, during the sensitive
period of 8 to 15 weeks, corresponds to an increase 1n frequency of severe
mental retardation
of 0.4 Gy-1 and a decrease 1n I.Q. of about 10
points Gy-1. The risk of mental retardation
corresponding to a dose
equivalent of about 1 mSv, which could be received during this period under the
operational arrangements recommended by the ICRP, is thus estimated to be
4 x 1 0 - 4 ; this may be put into perspective by relating it to the r.sk of fatal
cancer and serious hereditary disease, estimated, on the assumption of
linearity, to be 2 x 10-5 for the same dose. However, a direct comparison
between these two values would only be justified 1f it were possible to weight
them for the gravity of the respective effects. Such a weighting 1s at present
a matter of subjective perception.
On the basis of the criteria outlined In sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2, the
Group of Consultants support a dose equivalent limit of 5 mSv for the whole
period of gestation, to protect the embryo/fetus in the workplace. In order to
prevent acute exposures, not more than 1 mSv should be delivered 1n any given
period of four weeks.
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3.2

Assessment of Dose 1n the Embryo ana Fetus

3.2.1

General Considerations

If a pregnant radiation worker receives an external radiation exposure or
a radionuclide Intake, the resulting embryo/fetus
exposure depends on a
number of factors. The organ dose equivalent or effective dose equivalent to
the embryo/fetus
from external radiation will not necessarily be the same as
for the mother, due to geometric factors and body tissue shielding provided by
the mother. Following an Intake of radionuclides, the embryo/fetus
may be
Irradiated by cross-organ Irradiation from material 1n the mother, or 1t may
receive an Internal deposition of radionuclides transferred across the
placenta. The relative uptake by the embryo/fetus
from maternal supply Is
variable for different radionuclides and also varies with the developmental
stage.

3.2.1.1

External Radiation Exposure

Personal dosemeters, such as film badges and thermoluminescent (TLD)
dosemeters, are used for estimating the whole-body exposure of radiation workers
to external sources. Such dosemeters are normally worn 1n front of the body and
above the waist. The estimated whole-body absorbed doses estimated from
personal dosemeters are generally applicable to the radiation worker but not to
the embryo)'feta*.
Methods have not been widely applied for estimating the
external radiation exposure of the fetus.
There 1s no uniformly accepted
method for estimating the fetal dose from personal dosemeters worn by the mother.

3.2.1.2

Internally Deposited Radionuclides

If the mother receives an Intake of radioactive material, there 1s a
potential for some of this material to be transferred to and deposited in the
fetus.
The degree of uptake or accretion depends upon factors previously
discussed. Dose calculations may be performed 1f the rates and uptake fractions
in the embryo/fetus
are known for the radionuclides Involved; however, this
Information 1s not readily available for most radionuclides and radionuclide
chemical forms. The b1ok1net1c models for the embryo/fetus
from internally
deposited radionuclides to support such calculations are also lacking.
Insufficient data and methods exist to calculate effective dose equivalents for
the

3.2.2

embryo/fetus.

Dose Assessment Methods for External Radiation Sources

Occupational exposures from external sources are usually determined by
Individually assigned personal dosemeters, such as film badges and TI.D
dosemetprs. For short-term work 1n radiation areas, secondary methods of
exposure assessment Include time limitation, pottaffrTe Integrating radiation
Instruments, and direct reading pencil dosemeters.
Basic personal dosemeters are usually exchanged on a quarterly schedule,
and 1n some cases, routine processing takes a long time. For control of the
dose 1n the embryo/fetus
1n potentially pregnant workers, consideration
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should be given to the possibility that women could be exposed to radiation 1n
excess of about 3.5 mSv during any given month. In such cases, a quarterly
exchange of personal dosemeters would not suffice; a monthly exchange would be
required with expedited processing for rapid turn-around. Rapid dosemeter
processing would allow exposure readings to be quickly available to, and
evaluated by, the radiation protection supervisor. Monthly processing of
personal dosemeters, with rapid reporting of results, is recommended for all
women in the age group 18-50 years. These data should be made available to
employees for their information and assessment. Their assessment should be
based on thorough training concerning possible effects of radiation to the
embryo/fetus (see Section °.3.1).
Basic personal radiation dosemeters should continue to be worn in the
standard manner. Consideration should be given, however, to the addition of a
second dosemeter to be worn in the front of the lower abdomen of a pregnant
woman who continues to work in a radiation area.
Special caution should be exercised to ensure that the embryo/fetus
is
not exposed to narrow beams of charged particles or neutrons from accelerators
or research reactors. These are frequently positioned about one meter above the
floor, and the potential may exist for partial-body irradiation of the
embryo/fetwi.
Such an exposure may not be accurately recorded by persona!
dosemeters.

3.?.3

Dose Assessment for Internal Radiation Sources

Ihe assessment of internal radiation dose from radionuclides taken into
thr body is based in each facility on an established measurement programme
involving routine and special bioassay and In yjvo counting. Bioassay
measurements may indicate that an intake of radioactive materials has occurred,
[valuation of bioassay results, using applicable biokinetlc models, may be
useful in determining Internal radiation doses in the adult, but less so in the
fetus with our current state of knowledge of the relationship between bioassay
results and internal dose.
In yj_vo counting of activity within the woman's abdomen (whole body
counting) may be useful for estimating the internal deposition of
photon emitting radionuclides in the fetus.
However, no information 1s
available on the application of such procedures. The fetal burden of
radionuclides emitting non penetrating radiations, such as ? 3 9 P u and ? 4 4 Cm,
could only be estimated by using data obtained by previous experimentation with
animals and the extrapolation of those results to humans. Further experimental
studies and reporting of human data are needed to provide the data necessary for
such extrapolations.

3.3

Operational Aspects

It 1s evident that the Implementation of control procedures to ensure the
radiological protection of the embryo/fetus 1s a matter of extreme complexity.
Possible positive effects of stringent measures much below the dose limits
suggested by biological considerations have to be carefully weighed against the
infringement on the privacy of the potentially pregnant female worker and
against the uncertainties concerning the detection of a pregnancy in its early
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stages. Since work relations and cultura 1 customs differ strongly between
Momber countries, no fixed set of proposals for control procedures Is given.
The following considerations are based solely on radiological protection
principles and may have to be adjusted considerably depending on the specific
socio legal and cultural settings of each country.

3.3.1

General

All women under the age of 50 should be considered to be potentially
fertile, unless there is conclusive evidence that this condition does not apply
to specific Individuals.
Special caution should be practiced by radiation protection managers to
ensure that fertlit female radiation workers are not assigned to operations
involving sutstantial Irregularities in the time pattern of radiation exposure?.
The responsibility for Informing the employer o c a conliticn of pregnancy
usually rests with the expectant mother. Female workers should be encouraged to
inform their employer of their pregnancy, a;.- the estimated date of birth, to
permit planning for limiting the potential exposure of the fetus, unce it is
known that the woman Is pregnant, the recommended dose limit of S mSv
accumulated during gestation should apply to the developing
embryo/fetus.
In order that the special provisions for protection of the
embryo/petm
can be effective, it is essential that the female worker discover and report her
pregnancy at a sufficiently early stage. Training Is Important so that the
woman fully understands her responsibility to protect hor own
embryo/feta*.
The responsibility for educating the fertile worker about the Importance of
voluntarily disclosing a known cr suspected pregnancy rests with the employer.
The employer should also facilitate access to pregnancy testing and medical
examination.

3.3.2

Recommended Control Procedures

Control procedures for limiting the exposure of the
embryo/fetm
Include pregnancy detection, limiting work assignments, dosimetry, and training.

3.3.2.1

Detection pf„ Pregnancy

To lessen the potential problem of females not knowing that they are
pregnant, pregnancy testing should be made available to the worker. Female
radiation workers should be encouraged to notify their employer Immediately if
they think that they may be pregnant.

3.3.2.2

Radiation Work Restrictions

It 1s the responsibility of the employer to protect the
embryo/fetus
from Ionizing radiation when pregnancy 1s known or suspected 1n radiation
workers. Therefore, job assignments should be reviewed at frequent Intervals to
ensure that the embryo/fetm
will not receive a radiation exposure 1n excess
of 5 mSv over the whole gestation period and 1 mSv 1n any 4 week period.
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Special care should be exercised for periods of special sensitivity durir.g
çsiiation.
If necessary, the woman should be reassigned to non radiation
work. If the exposure status of a female radiation worker becomes uncertain for
any reason, she should be prevented from receiving additional exposures.

3.3.2.3

Personal Dosimetry (or personnel dosimetry)

Radiation dosemeters worn by potentlall./ pregnant radiation workers should
be frequently and p.omptiy processed to ensure up-to-date information concerning
the worker's exposure status
An additional dosemeter should be worn on the
abdcnen.
M l m badge and TLD personal dosemeters exchanged on a monthly basis are
capable of integrating an exposure as low as about 0.2 mSv of penetrating *-and
gamma-radia 11 on, over and aDove background, with a 95 per cent confidence
level, lyplcal lower levels of detection range from 0.1 mSv to 0.3 mSv for
gamma radiation and 0.5 mSv for neutron exposures [15, 16]. Thermoluminescent
dosemeters perform better than film badqes, and have a lower limit of detection
for penetrating radiation [17]. Internal exposure* cf personnel to
radionuclides are monitored by periodic in vivo photon counting and
radioanalysis of urine samples. There are usually no differences in the routine
bloassay monito r 1nn schedules for mele and female workers. The bloassay
monitoring schedule, however, should be sufficient to determine whether a
potentially significant intake has occurred. Methods ha»'" not been developed
for directly monitoring the exposure of the embngo/trius
to internally
deposited radionuclides, but external direct counting is feasible for
photon-emitting radionuclides. The Consultant Group is not aware of any cases
where an accidentally contaminated Petu* has been monltced by externa\
counting over long periods of time.

3.3.2.4

Training

In addition to routine radiation protection training, specific instruction
should be given to all workers (male and female), including management and
supervisory personnel, on tne importance of protecting the embr^o/Petu^ from
ionizing radiation in the workplace. This training should be repeated annually,
and should Include, as a minimum, the following Information:
(1)

reasons for restricting exposures during pregnancy, and the
potential biological effects on the
embryo/fetus;

(ii)

the Importance of potentially pregnant radiation workers not
takinq y.nnetessary risks that might affect the health of the
offspring;

(111)

the importance of pregnancy testing. Information about Its
availability, and prompt notification of management that pregnancy
exists; and

(1v)

the importance of radiation dosimetry and prompt monthly exchange
of personal dosemeters for female workers.
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3.3.3

Record keeping

Special attention should be given by radiation protection supervisors to
the potential for internal and external exposures of female workers. Dosemeters
should be promptly processed, and the dosimetry information entered into the
worker's radiation record as quickly as possible. The radiation protection
supervisor and the fe;nale radiation worker should be notified if monthly
exposures exceed 1 mSv.
Doses from internally deposited radionuclides should be summed with
external doses, to the extent possible, as methods for determining doses from
internal emitters in the felui become available.

3.4

Emergency Planning Aspects

Experience has shown that radiation accidents do occur and that there may
be significant potential for radiation exposure of both accident victims and
accident response personnel.

3.4.1

Emergency Response Teams

Increasing numbers of women are entering the workforce at nuclear and
medical facilities where radiation accidents are possible. The foregoing
considerations suggest that it would be inappropriate to Include pregnant or
potentially pregnant women 1n emergency response teams that are liable to
.r.Ç£§.?YiLMiL^-Xadjiatlpn doses.

3.4.?

Action to be Taken Following Accidental f.xposure of the Embryo/Fetus

In che event that the pregnant worker inadvertently receives an Internal
deposition of radioactive material, an appropriately qualified physician may
prescribe a -,hyro1d blocking agent or chelation therapy.
International and national advisory groups have not yet formally addressed
the subject of advice to the pregnant radiation worker, particularly with regard
to her decision to continue or terminate the pregnancy, in the event that the
embryo/fetus
1s accidentally exposed to radiation levels in excess of
recommended limits. In this case, the woman should be advised of the potential
risks of damage to the feiua as a function of dose, and be allowed to pursue
whatever course of action she then chooses to follow.

S 4.3

Exposures of the General Public

Srave accidents such as the Chernobyl experience may also lead to
considerable exposures of members of the general public. In such situations,
the dose 1n the embr^olfelut
may become a primary factor for the Imposing of
restrictions to reduce the dose 1n the affected population. Considerable
fractions of the dose may be acute, for example from the release of noble
gases. This holds also for parts of the exposure due to Internal emitters such
as short- lived Iodine. In the latter case, Iodine would only concentrate 1n
fetal thyroid tissue in later stages of development, and therefore would not
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lead to critical doses 1n the neuronal tissues of the developing brain at the
time of high sensitivity. In other words, the effects of exposures In the mSv
range due to Iodine In the thyroid gland would most probably be limited to late
somatic effects.
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4.

UNRESOLVED ISSUES AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR RESEARCH

As discussed 1n the section on the biological basis for assessment, 1t
does not seeir. Important to set limits based on small Increases 1n the Incidence
of cell levions, or decreases in cell numbers, because (1) natural cell
redundancy exists, and (11) restorative processes would compensate for such
changes.
4.1

Teratogenic Effects

Teratogenic effects of acute low-LET radiation have served as the basis
for most recommendations on prenatal dose restriction. Although, as was
considered, the time of pregnancy detection would not allow operational
modification of exposure during the sensitive period, currently recommended
limits appear to offer a level of protection consistent with the apparent
threshold and shapes of the response curves. However, there are Insufficient
quantitative data to permit the establishment of comprehensive dose-response
curves for radiation teratogenesls In the human embryo.
Moreover, the
Inadequacies of quantitative Information extend to the modifying role of
radiation quality and temporal distribution of exposure. The role of
physiological and environmental factors has not been fully explored. Further
studies on these matters are required.

4.2

Mental Retardation and Diminished Intelligence

The major uncertainty relates to the possibility of producing mental
retardation or a reduction 1n Intellectual capacity. Animal experiments have
not yet provided an adequate model of the consequences of exposure of the human
embryo/fetu*,
and the data-base available on exposed humans 1s both limited
1n numbers and confounded by deleterious conditions other than radiation. Thus,
we are faced with the possibility that such effects do not have a threshold and
are linearly related to dose, although, as discussed 1n paragraph 2.2.2.3, there
are reasons to question the general application of this conclusion. The
calculated Increase In risk for exposure during the period of 8-15 weeks of
çeatation, 1f accepted, would be the limiting factor for prenatal exposure. It
1s, therefore, essential to perform epidemiological studies, using Intelligence
as the measure, on any Identifiable human population 1n which defined radiation
exposures were received.
4.3

Leukaemia and Solid Tumours

As discussed 1n 2.2.2.3, there are open questions concerning the Induction
of neoplasia 1n children Irradiated 1n utero during diagnostic procedures,
further studies should be performed to clarify the open questions, especially
whether the rate of Induction 1s age-dependent.
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4 4.

Dosimetry of External Exposures

Because of the Indicated uncertainties in dosimetry, national
considerations Initially will determine whether the estimated dose to the
embryo/fetus
from external radiation sources should be the maximum calculated
for any point at or beneath the surface of the abdomen of the mother, a fraction
of the average dose through the abdomen, or an estimation of the dose 1n the
interior of the uterus.
Anthropomorphic and dosimetric models are being
developed for use in dosimetric estimations.
Further research to determine the relationship between maternal exposures
and doses and actual fetal doses should be performed, e.g. by developing and
constructing appropriate phantoms for use 1n test Irradiations. Ihe Group
recommends experimental work to develop a comparison of fetal dose to surface
dose for radiation sources of varying energies and qualities.

4.5

Internal Dosimetry

It does not appear that the potential exposure from internally deposited
radionuclides will be a limiting factor, since the potential 1s low for
production of developmental lesions, even at current occupational exposure
limits. A need remains, however, to document such exposures, to enable
compliance with regulations. As described earlier, adequate techniques and
approaches for such estimations are not currently available. This area,
Including development of dosimetric models, 1s currently being considered by
national and International research and advisory groups and 1t may be
anticipated that such efforts, together with further (empirical determinations)
of placental transfer and fetal/maternal ratios will provide answers to the
questions. Continuation of such efforts is encouraged.
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5.

ANENCEPHALY

:

GLOSSARY

total lack of brain.

ANLAGE

the first recognisable commencement of a developing
part or organ in an embryo.

APLASIA

total lack of an organ or part.

BLASTOGENESIS

the formation and the development of the
an early stage of embryonal development.

BLAS10MERA

a cell produced during cleavage of an egg.

BLASTULA

:

btaatuia,

an early embryo having the form of a hollow
fluid-filled rounded cavity bound by a single ^ y e r
of cells.
embryo or

fetui.

CONCEPTUS

one conceived:

CORTICAL PLATE

concentrations of neurons beneath the marginal
layer, appearing between 7 and 8 postovulatory
weeks and being the precursor of the six-layered
cerebral cortex.

CORTICOGENESIS

:

the developmental processes Involved 1n the
formation of the cerebral cortsx

EMBRYO

:

the human organism 1n its early stages of
development: that 1s, from fertilization until
approximately 8 weeks.

EMBRYOGENESIS

:

the formation and the development of the

FETAL ACCRETION

:

concentration of radionuclides 1n the embryo/fetus
as a result of maternal biok1net1cs, placental
transfer, and the presence of receptor sites in the
conceptus.

FETOGENESIS

:

the development of the

FETUS

:

the human organism from 8 weeks of H f e to the time
of birth.

GESTATION

embryo.

fetui.

pregnancy, the carrying of the embryo/fetus in
the uterut; ye station starts with conception.
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HYPOPLASIA

a condition of arrested development in which an
organ or part remains below the normal size or in
an immature state.

HYPERPLASIA

an abnormal or unusual increase In the elements,
e.g. tissue cells, composing an organ or a part
thereof.

MENTAL RETARDATION

in the context of this document, severe mental
retardation
implies an individual who is unable to
perform simple calculations, to make simple
conversation, to care for himself or herself, or
was or 1s Institutionalized. Such individuals are
generally found to have an intelligence test score
which is less than 70 on conventional tests.

MICROCEPHALY

a condition of abnormal smallness of the head,
usually associated with mental defects.

MORULA

a globular solid mass of blastomeres formed by
cleavage of the zygote; period of embryonal
development that precedes the blastula.

NEOCORTEX

NEURON

that portion of the gray matter covering the
cerebral hemispheres showing stratification and
organisation characteristic of the most highly
evolved type.
the nerve cell with Its processes, collaterals and
terminations: 1t 1s regarded as the structural
unit of the nervous system. Under normal
circumstances, the neuron 1s a nonprollferating
cell.

PIA (or PIAL SURFACE)

the delicate fibrous membrane closely enveloping
the brain and spinal cord.

PRE IMPLANTAT ION PERIOD

time etween egg fertilization and the Implantation
of the embryo in the wall of the uterus.

POLYCYT1C

involving several cells; here:
lesion in a single cell.

SOMATOMETRY

measurement of the body.

UTERUS

womb: female organ In mammals for containing and
nourishing the embryo and fetus during development
previous to birth.

VILLOUS YOLK SAC

a membranous sac that is attached to the embryo;
the organ functioning chiefly prior to the
elaboration of the placenta.

ZYGOTE

a cell formed by the union of two gametes (egg and
spermatozoon).
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